ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION – No. 1060 Tire Stackbarrow
CAREFULLY EXAMINE THE ILLUSTRATION BELOW AND READ THROUGH THESE
INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE BEGINNING ASSEMBLY, THEN PROCEED AS FOLLOWS:
(1) If your Tire Stackbarrow includes the Sign option, locate the two smaller bolts and acorn nuts in the hardware
package and set aside for use in Step (9). Otherwise disregard these bolts and nuts, they won’t be needed.

(2) Assemble Base from two pieces of Part (A)
and Foot (B), making sure that Sleeve (C) is
placed inside the ends at center between the
bolts. Leave the nuts loose for the time
being.
(3) Attach a pair of Tee Connectors facing each
other to form a socket at each side of Base
for Uprights (D). Leave the nuts loose.
(4) Place uprights (D) into sockets formed in
Step (3) and fasten with two bolts and nuts
at each side. Leave nuts loose.
(5) Attach Tie Bar (E) through the lower holes
in front of Uprights, and fasten Tire Cradle
(F) through the upper holes in side of
Uprights. Leave nuts loose.
(6) Attach Braces (G) between Tire Cradle and
lower holes in side of Uprights. Insert bolts
from inside of Cradle so the upper display
tire will rest on a smooth surface.

SPECIAL NOTE: The hole in the front of each Upright, above the Tire Cradle, serve no purpose in this assembly,
and should be ignored.
(7) Attach Plastic Caps to top ends of Uprights and tighten all bolts and nuts.
(8) Tap one Hub Cap securely onto one end of Axle (H), then slip a Wheel onto the Axle with the recessed face
next to the Hub Cap, and put on two Washers. Slide the un-capped end of the Axle through the large hole of
the other side of the base. Place the other two Washers and Wheel on the Axle, making sure that each Wheel
has the projecting side of the hub toward the center, and then attach the other Hub Cap.
(9) SIGN OPTION ONLY—Using the small bolts and acorn nuts saved earlier, attach the Sign (K) to the front of
the Tire Cradle, making sure that the bottom lip of the Sign is below the Tire Cradle. Insert the bolts through
the Sign first, then up through the holes of the Tire Cradle and apply the acorn nuts on top and tighten.
In case of parts shortages or defects, describe missing or defective part by name and letter as used in these
instructions, and report to the manufacturer:

WARREN STEEL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1391 Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8360
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